Where Y is the dynamic image sequence (the pixels of each time frame in a row), the columns of F contain the time-activity profiles of the factors, the rows of S contain spatial distribution (structure) of the factor, and E is error, or residual signal not accounted for by the factors.
Scaling of factors and structures is ambiguous, which is evident from their product in equation 1. Typically the factors are normalized to unity area during decomposition and are later scaled based on some assumption in the image. In this work we do not deal with this scaling and also normalize the factors to unit area.
Even with the scaling issue removed, decomposition is still non-unique, requiring constraints that model the physical (4) 
G(t) = {(t_tl)pe~(t-tl)l(tl-tp)
The model parameter t 1 is the time delay to first activity, 1:p is time delay to peak activity, and~controls the broadness of dispersion. The two equations are identical when t 1 =0. While the non-shifted gamma-variate is less general, its simplicity may improve robustness to noise and avoid local minima of the cost function.
The myocardium factor is modeled by convolution of the LV blood factor with a compartmental response function assumed for the specific tracer. In the case of 82Rb we assumed a one compartment model which is defined by a single free parameter k 2 (tracer washout) and shown in equation 4. imaging process. In cardiac PET, these have historically been decomposition into non-negative factors and structures, which is representative of the physics and imaging process. In addition, Poisson statistics have been used to model the imaging process [1] , but these constraints still do not ensure a unique solution.
Minimization of the spatial overlap between the structures has been explored as an additional constraint that ensures a unique solution [2] . This approach appears to violate our knowledge of structure overlap that occurs due to limited spatial resolution and the fact that the myocardial wall contains significant amounts of arterial blood. An alternative approach [3] proposed a constraint that minimizes factor overlap under the assumption that the factors are as temporally distinct as possible. However, there is no absolute physiologic evidence to support this assumption either.
In this work we propose an alternative approach that couples the factors using tracer kinetic models that describe their physiological relationship over time. Specifically, these models relate the three main components of the heart image -right cavity blood, left cavity blood, and myocardium.
A. Mode I Based Factor Analysis
The right ventricle cavity (RV) blood factor is treated as an input function that can take any shape, but has unit area. Thus the RV factor is considered a free variable with n-1 degrees of freedom where n is the number oftime frames. The left ventricle cavity (LV) blood is modeled by convolution of the RV blood with a model of the delay and dispersion resulting from transport of the RV blood through the lungs en route to the LV. The literature [4] proposes the use of gamma-variate (GV) or shifted gamma-variate (SGV) functions to model this transport shown in equation 2 and 3 respectively.
(1) Y=FS+E, Abstract -Factor analysis has been pursued as a means to decompose dynamic cardiac PET images into different tissue types based on their unique physiology. In this work we present a novel method that combines physiological models of factor relationships into the decomposition process. A one-compartment model describes the exchange between blood and myocardium. Two models are compared for describing the relationship between right and left blood chambers of the heart and are validated using simulation data and serial 82Rb imaging with variable infusion durations. Superior results are achieved in the simulation data using the gamma-variate (GV) model compared to the shifted-gammavariate model (SGV). However, no significant differences in reproducibility of structures were observed in the 82Rb images. Model-based factor analysis using the GV model and the onecompartment model is a promising approach for decomposition of Rb dynamic PET images.
As the factors are scaled to unit area, there is no need for scaling factors in either equations 2, 3, or 4.
The decomposition process consists 0 f optimizing the RV blood factor simultaneously with the model parameters to minimize a cost function which accounts for:
• Residual signal intensity, lEI.
• Negative factor values.
• Negative structure values.
• Jaggedness ofthe factors. If only two components are required then a single blood factor and a myocardium factor are resolved. In this case the blood factor is the free variable and the myocardium is modeled using the compartmental model (equation 4). Additional tissue components may be accommodated by additional factors with a response function as in equation 4 (or with another model).
The number of components can be automatically determined based on the relative residual signal intensity (IE N I/IYI where EN is the residue when N components are solved). The number of components is iteratively increased until further increasing the number of components does not significantly decrease the residual signal intensity «IEN+1I/IYI-(IENI/IYI < 0.005). Thus more complicated solutions are only accepted when they have significant incremental benefit.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
Two sets of data were analyzed as means to select the most appropriate RV-LV model (GV or SGV) and to validate the approach:
A. Simulated Images
Two arbitrary RV blood TAC were created in order to assess the solution's robustness to tracer uptake characteristics:
• Complete clearance of blood activity • Non-zero residual blood activity Each RV blood TAC was convolved with either a GV or SGV model to generate an LV factor. The LV factor in tum was convolved with a one-compartment model response function to generate a myocardium factor. The resulting simulated factors are shown as lines in the plots of figure 1 and the model parameters used for the simulations are shown in the third column oftable 3.
Each factor was integrated over 17 time frames as used in our clinical protocol (12 x I0, 2 x 30, l x 60, l x 120, and lx240 seconds). These factors were then cross multiplied with their respective structures which are shown in the top row of table I. Each time frame of the simulated image sequence was smoothed with a 12mm FWHM Gaussian and summed with varying degrees (0 and 10%) of Gaussian distributed random noise.
Each image was decomposed using the proposed model-based factor analysis method with the corresponding RV-LV model (GV or SGV) that was used to simulate each image.
The resolved factors were compared to the simulated TACs using percent root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) and correlation (r). Likewise the resolved structures were compared to the smoothed structures used in simulating the images. The model parameters resolved as part of the decomposition were also compared to the values used during simulation. 
Time (min) Time (min) Figure 2 -Example comparison of resolved LV blood (red) and myocardium (blue) factors using model-based FA in a dog with 15 and 60 second constant activity rate 82Rb infusion. The gray line demonstrates decay corrected blood s"Rb concentration measured in a rat using carotid artery sampling (injection interval was 30 seconds).
Better accuracy (low RMSE) was achieved with the OV model compared with the SOV model. In particular this is evident in the case of no blood clearance (bottom right plot of figure 1) . With the OV model, the presence of noise resulted in increased factor and structure errors. This trend is not seen with the SOV model as significant error exists even in the absence of noise. The errors in the SOY solution are explained by sensitivity of the optimization to local minima in the cost function (which was verified manually by comparing the cost of the solution to the cost of the simulated data).
The same general conclusions may be drawn from the errors in resolved model parameter which are shown in the right four columns of table 3 as percent errors of the simulated parameter values (third column). Without noise the OV model is able to converge to the correct values, while an average of 4% error is reported in the presence of 10% noise. SOV parameter errors are as high as 600/0, particularly in t p , which is the only distinguishing parameter between the OV and SOV models. These results suggest that the SOY model is over-determined.
B. Canine Model
The number of resolved factors varied between 2 for long tracer infusions (2: 120s) and 3 for short infusions (::;3Os). Where 3 factors were resolved, distinct RV and LV structures were observed as demonstrated in Table 4 .
Factors were representative of the infusion duration with blood factors having a more gradual rise with prolonged infusions. Likewise myocardial uptake was more gradual. In all cases, blood activity cleared completely over time, as demonstrated in figure 2 for 15 and 60 second infusions. 
A. Simulation
Both structures and factors of the simulated data were recovered with good accuracy for all combinations of blood clearance, noise, and RV-LV model as demonstrated by RMSE values below 5% (Table 2 ) and r 2 2:0.998 in all cases. Figure 1 shows the resolved factors with and without noise (crosses and circles respectively) along with the simulated curves (lines) for all combinations of blood clearance and RV-LV model. 
B. Variable Infusion Length Canine Images
A single dog underwent a series of ten dynamic PET scans with varying 82Rb (150 MBq) infusion durations (15, 30, 60, 120, 240, 240, 120, 60, 30, 15 seconds) with a Siemens ECAT ART scanner. The images were iteratively reconstructed to 12 mm resolution.
The images were manually cropped to include the entire heart (same crop applied to all 10 images). The cropped regions were then passed to model-based factor analysis using both OV and SOV models. The number of factors was automatically determined.
The resulting structures were compared in all possible combinations (n=45) to determine the reproducibility of blood and myocardium structures. In cases having two blood structures (RV and LV), the structures were summed to form a single blood pool structure. The RMSE and r 2 values were measured for all image pair combinations.
The blood structures extracted from each of the 10 images were also compared to a single IICO image of the same animal acquired on a separate occasion (7 months earlier) and smoothed to the same, 12mm resolution. 
III. RESULTS

Factors
A. Computational Complexity
Model based factor analysis benefits from reduced computational complexity over traditional factor analysis methods due to a reduced number of free variables. In the case of a one compartment model and three factors (RV blood, LV blood, and myocardium) an image with n time frames has (n-1)+2+ 1 free parameters to optimize as opposed to 3(n-l) for traditional factor analysis. As a result computation times may be shortened.
B. Blood Clearance
Our experience [3] has demonstrated that blood clearance results can vary with different decomposition methods and constraints. The purpose of simulation data with and without blood clearance was to ensure that no bias existed in our solution. The results of figure 1 demonstrate the ability to reliably resolve both scenarios using the GV model even in the presence of noise.
The canine results showed nearly complete tracer blood clearance. This is supported by measurements made in rats using arterial blood sampling with a micro-volumetric blood sampler (AMI, Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada) shown as a gray line in figure 2 . This seems to coincide with trends observed in earlier reports on arterial blood sampling of 82Rb during the first 2 minutes after tracer infusion [5] .
The k 2 values that were resolved as part of the decomposition process in the 10 canine images were all low (0.028±0.036) which corresponds to high tracer retention in the myocardium and high blood clearance. These results line up well with the observations above.
C. llca Blood Pool Images
The correspondence between the blood structures and IICO blood pool images was worse than between pairs of blood structures obtained using the av model. This was reflected by significantly greater RMSE (p<10.
3 ) values and lower r 2 values (p<lO·H). The HCO images, which were taken on a separate occasion, were translated spatially in order to improve alignment with the blood factors, but no rotation correction was applied. In addition 82Rb images may suffer of biases due to 777kEv prompt gammas that may not be fully corrected for. Image spatial resolution may also be different due to positron range even though complimentary smoothing was applied to the II CO image.
While comparison of structures under different infusion duration enables good reproducibility measurement it does not ensure physiological accuracy. It is desirable to improve the correspondence with CO images. Repeating the experiment with CO imaging on the same session as 82Rb would be beneficial. Also labeling CO with 15 0 instead of IIC would more closely reproduce 82Rb count statistics (due to half-life) and resolution (due to positron range).
D. RV-LV Model
The sav model is more general than the av model and can therefore be made to fit data more closely. The simulation results suggest that SGV's increased degree of freedom makes it less robust to cost function minimization and the presence of noise, as is evident from the simulation data. The SGV model is overparameterized for this problem which results in non-unique sets of parameters which can generate curves that fit the data. This is 
2) Blood Structure Comparison to llca Images
Comparison of the 10 blood structures to a HCO image of the same animal also revealed good correlation r 2 > 0.86 for both GV and SGV models with no significant difference between the models (p>O.l). Likewise the RMSE was less than 13.8% using both models and there was no significant difference between models (p>O.7). These data are shown in figure 3 which also reveals no significant trends with infusion duration.
Infusion
1) Structure Reproducibility
Reproducibility of structures was good. In all correlation combinations (n=45)~values were >0.86 for myocardium structures and >0.91 for blood structures, and respective RMSE errors were <14.5% and <14.0%. Mean~and RMSE values are listed in table 5 for both GV and SGV models. No significant differences in reproducibility were noted between using GV and SGV models although~tended to be better with SGV. manifested by large parameter error, while the factor and structure errors remain small. The GV model was able to recover simulated parameters more accurately and with greater robustness to noise, thus suggesting that it is more suitable for this problem. Comparison of the two models and their evaluation provides confidence in results that are obtained from in-vivo data where model parameters cannot be measured directly.
E. 82Rb Infusion Duration Optimal 82 Rb infusion duration for perfusion quantification has been explored in [6] . While mean perfusion values did not change with infusion durations, variability decreased with longer infusions (thus increasing quantification accuracy). The disadvantage of long infusions, however, is that the uptake image, which is most commonly reported in clinic, suffers of reduced myocardium to blood contrast. The reduction in contrast is due to insufficient time for complete tracer clearance from the blood. The myocardium structures obtained with model based factor analysis recover contrast by removing blood signal contribution. Model-based factor analysis may make long 82Rb infusions practical for routine clinical applications with improved perfusion quantification and high contrast myocardial uptake images.
V. CONCLUSION Constraints must be placed on dynamic cardiac PET image decomposition in order to resolve physiologically accurate factors. Model-based factor analysis appears to be suitable approach to incorporate a-priori information of the physiological tracer kinetics. Further investigation is required to assess the effect on the quantification of cardiac perfusion and metabolism.
